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ADMINISTRATION & PROFESSIONAL RESOURCES 

    

ARTS 

    

 

Learn to speak film : 

By 

Michael Glassbourg 

 

 

Includes index. 

Presents a guide to the basics of movie 

making, offering guidance on 

cinematography, visual storytelling, filming 

with a crew, post-production, and promoting 

the final product. 

 

791.4302 

GLA 
Gr. 7+ 

 

Lights on Broadway : 

By 

Harriet Ziefert 

 

 

Includes CD "I was here" by Lynn Ahrens & 

Stephen Flaherty performed by Brian Stokes 

Mitchell. 

The Unique language of the stage is brought 

vividly to life by Elliot Kreloff's show stopping 

illustrations.  Hosted by Tony Award winner 

Brian Stockes Mitchell, with colorful quotes 

by Broadway legends and luminaries, and 

backstage fact and fancy, this vibrant 

treasury is an entertaining and magical 

introduction to Broadway, from A to Z. 

 

792 

ZIE 
 

 

Showtime : meet the 

people behind the 

scenes 

By 

Kevin Sylvester 

 

If you peek behind the scenes at a concert, 

play, or dance performance, you'll find many 

more people hard at work than just the 

famous star.  You might see a 

choreographer, set designer, pyrotechnics 

expert, vocal coach, costume designer and 

more. 

Meet some of the people who work in these 

and other important jobs.  Learn how their 

highly specialized skills and years of 

experience are essential to making a show 

the best one possible. 

 

791.023 

SYL 
Gr. 7+ 



    

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 

 

Attack of the paper bats 

 

 

(Zone books: Library of Doom) 

When a mysterious wind blows the pages of 

a book stolen long ago from the Library of 

Doom, it turns them into sharp, bat-like 

objects that fly on their own, and only the 

Librarian can stop them from attacking a 

young reader. 

 

HL 

ZON 

ATT 

DRA 

24 

 

Beast beneath the 

stairs., The 

 

(Zone books: Library of Doom) 

When the Librarian returns to his castle after 

lengthy travels, he finds that someone has 

stolen his collection of deadly books, and 

until he can get past a beast the thief left 

behind and track them down, the world is in 

great jeopardy. 

 

HL 

ZON 

BEA 

DRA 

30 

 

Biography bundle 

 

Contents: Adele: songbird. -- Atlas of 

History's greatest heroes & villains (pb). -- 

Britney: pop princess. -- Chris Hadfield 

(Pebble Plus). -- Christine Sinclair (Pebble 

Plus). -- CIA and other American spies, the. -

- Canadian boys who rocked the world (pb). -

- Canadian girls who rocked the world (pb). -

- First Nations hockey players (pb). -- Great 

writers from our First Nations (pb). -- Hayley 

Wickenheiser (Pebble Plus). -- I am Albert 

Einstein. -- I am Harriet Tubman (pb). -- I 

am Rosa Parks. -- Jane Goodall: animal 

scientist and friend (pb). -- KGB and other 

Russian spies, The, -- Land of OS: John 

Ramsay (Tales from Big Spirit) (pb). -- 

Michael Buble: flying high. -- MOSSAD and 

other Israeli spies, The. -- On a beam of 

light. -- One Direction: the official annual 

2014. -- Peacemaker: Thanadelthur, The 

(Tales from Big Spirit). -- Poet: Pauline 

Johnson, The (Tales from Big Spirit). -- 

Rebel: Gabriel Dumont, The (Tales from Big 

Spirit). -- Robert Munsch (Pebble Plus). -- 

Roll on: Rick Hansen wheels around the 

world (pb). -- Scout: Tommy Prince, The 

(Tales from Big Spirit). -- Sidney Crosby: the 

story of a champion (pb). -- SIS and other 

British spies, The (pb). -- Steve Jobs (Rookie 

biographies) (pb). -- Taylor Swift (pb). -- 

Who is Bill Gates? (pb). -- Who is J. K. 

Rowling? (pb). -- Who was Jackie Robinson? 

(pb). 

 

TKT 

920 

BIO 

Gr. 4+ 



 

Book that dripped 

blood., The 

 

 

(Zone books: Library of Doom) 

A fur-covered book entitled Claws is loose in 

the city, and only the Librarian can stop it 

from claiming more victims. 

 

  

 

Cave of the bookworms 

 

 

(Zone books: Library of Doom) 

One night, after awakening from a terrible 

dream, a young boy heads out on his bike.  

Soon he arrives at a mysterious cave, which 

he feels an urge to explore.  Inside, a giant, 

deadly worm has trapped the Librarian!  

Now, the boy is in danger as well. 

 

HL 

ZON 

CAV 

DRA 

16 

 

Charlotte’s web 

 

 

1 digital video disc. (96 min.) : sd, col. ; 4 

3/4 in. 

Share the magic as a tiny spider spins a 

great tale of friendship and adventure in this 

dazzling film version of E. B. White's beloved 

children's book. 

 

DVD 

813.54 

CHA 

Gr. 4+ 

 

Cinderella 

By 

Barbara Karlin 

 

1 book + 1 sound disc. 

In her haste to flee the palace before the 

fairy godmother's magic loses effect, 

Cinderella leaves behind a glass slipper. 

SR 

398.2 

KAR 

Gr. 1-4 

 

Circle of life readers (33 

books) 

 

A new series of authentic, culturally relevant, 

and engaging Little Books that represent 

Indigenous World views and Principles 

Contents: 

Set 1 (DRA 1-8): At home in the bush. -- 

Can you give me my name? -- Four colours, 

four hands. -- Getting ready for the Powwow. 

-- I can sing. -- In the light of Grandmother 

Moon. -- My bustle. -- Six clans. -- Where 

are Grandma and Grandpa? -- Where is my 

moccasin? 

Set 2 (DRA 10-16): Berry picking with 

Nokomis. -- corn soup. -- Frogs for supper. -

- Getting ready for the feast. -- Gift of water, 

The. -- Making bannock. -- My drum -- 

Nokomis and I go to town. -- Sharing. -- 

Sweat lodge, The. -- To the arena. 

Set 3 (DRA 18-28): Medicine wheel, The. -- 

Wishing for a summer birthday. -- Cedar tea. 

-- Amy's braids. -- Mishoomis's pipe. -- I am 

a traditional dancer. -- Waynaboozhoo's 

search for love. -- Gift, the. -- Nanaboosho's 

yard sale. -- Mishoomis's wigwam. -- I am a 

hoop dancer. 

KIT 

394 

CIR 

Gr. 1-2 



 

Cow that laid an egg, 

The 

By 

Andy Cutbill 

 

 

1 book + 1 sound disc. 

Marjorie the cow doesn't feel very special.  

She can't ride bicycles or do cartwheels like 

the other cows.  But one morning, Marjorie is 

astonished to discover something 

extraordinary...she's laid an egg!  But does 

the baby inside the egg really belong to 

Marjorie?  Emotions run high in the farmyard 

as everyone waits to find out. 

 

SR 

E 

CUT 

PreK-Gr. 3 

 

Creeping bookends., The 

 

 

(Zone books: Library of Doom) 

One evening, a young boy is accidentally 

locked inside a library.  Suddenly, a pair of 

lizard bookends come alive!  The boy 

watches as the ravenous reptiles gobble up 

stacks of books.  Will the Librarian arrive 

before the boy becomes their next meal? 

 

HL 

ZON 

CRE 

DRA 

20 

 

Emerge [1] 

 

 

Developed to solve the issue of motivating 

the most struggling teen readers to pick up a 

book and start reading.  Written at the 

emergent levels, the books offer mature, 

teen-centric storylines that entice teens to 

read.  Formatted as 48-64 page books these 

fiction and nonfiction selections represent 

five genres.  

1 Teacher's Guide + reproducible CD. 

Action/Adventure Genre: 3 each of Hide and 

Seek. -- Into the Dark. -- Nothing But White. 

-- Action! 

Fantasy/Science Fiction Genre: 3 each of The 

Mist. -- The Open Book. -- Three Moons. -- 

Red Planet. 

History/Culture Genre: 3 each of: Boy 

Soldier. -- The Camp. -- Draft. -- We Stand 

United. 

Realistic Life Genre: 3 each of: Blue Beans. -

- The Star. -- The Test. -- No Home. 

Sports Genre: 3 each of: Flip. -- Pitch. -- 

Stand. -- Splash! 

 

KIT 

372.43 

EME 

Gr. 6-12 

 

Escape from the pop-up 

prison 

 

 

(Zone books: Library of Doom) 

A girl follows a group of strangers inside the 

giant Library of Doom.  The strangers want 

their evil friends released from the pages of a 

pop-up book.  Can the Librarian stop them 

before the world's deadliest criminals are set 

free? 

HL 

ZON 

ESC 

DRA 

20 



 

Exploring writing, level 1 

 

 

A supplementary writing program that is 

designed to teach and bolster writing skills in 

both nonfiction and fiction. 

Contents: Expository, teacher's guide. -- 

Fiction & poetry, teacher's guide -- Grammar, 

usage, & mechanics. -- Grammar, usage, & 

mechanics teacher's guide and answer key. -

- Management & support (includes a CD-

ROM). -- Narrative nonfiction, teacher's 

guide. -- Persuasive, teacher's guide. -- 

Writer's notebook. 

Cards: 24 Transparencies. -- 6 each 

Expository. -- Fiction & poetry. -- Narrative 

nonfiction. -- Persuasive. 

 

KIT 

372.623 

EXP 

Gr. 2 

 

Eye in the graveyard., 

The 

 

 

(Zone books: Library of Doom) 

Some books so evil that they must be 

imprisoned deep underground, but when the 

Librarian tries to dispose of one vile volume, 

he risks being buried alive in an eerie tower 

that holds a legendary secret. 

 

HL 

ZON 

EYE 

DRA 

18 

 

From Txt to talk: 

 

(iSkills collection) 

The iSkills collection focuses on specific areas 

of English language arts skills: 

comprehension, communication, and 

language conventions. Each lesson includes 

questions and explorations designed to help 

the student develop a deep understanding of 

the language skills. 

From Txt to talk: communication skills for 

today and tomorrow is intended to help 

students improve their written and oral 

communication skills. 
CURRICULUM RECOMMENDED: 
Suggested Use: English Language Arts 

Grades 10, 11, and 12. 

 

CS 

808 

FRO 

40 copies 

Gr. 10-12 

 

For the children 

By 

Rita Joe 

 

Down-to-earth and often humourous, these 

poems tell stories of Mi'kmaw life, and of the 

concrete and spiritual world of the 

determined and courageous Rita Joe.  World 

honoured Mi'kmaw elder, Order of Canada 

recipient, Rita Joe passes the torch to the 

young. 
CURRICULUM RECOMMENDED: 
Suggested use: English Language Arts grade 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10; Personal and Philosophical 
Context 
English Language Arts grade 6, 7, 8, 9, 10; 

Social, Cultural, and Historical Context 

CS 

811.54 

JOE 

30 copies 

Gr. 6-10 



 

Girl who writes, The 

By 

Richard cole 

 

 

In this lively story of hope and perseverance, 

a girl shaped by fiction dreams of being a 

writer.  When she encounters bumps on this 

journey, she learns the importance of self- 

esteem, good writing, and the wonder and 

beauty of home. 

 

813.6 

COL 
 

 

Golden book of death, 

The 

 

 

(Zone books: Library of Doom) 

Someone has broken into the Library of 

Doom!  While searching for the intruder, the 

Librarian is captured by a shadowy figure - 

the Eraser.  He has chained the Librarian to a 

huge golden book.  If the Librarian can't 

escape, all the world's books could be 

destroyed. 

 

HL 

ZON 

GOL 

DRA 

34 

 

Grammar basics (4 

books) 

By 

Kate Riggs 

 

 

A clear understanding of English grammar is 

essential to good written communication, and 

Grammar Basics is the perfect teaching tool 

for young readers and writers. 

Contents: Adjectives. -- Adverbs. -- Nouns. -

- Verbs. 

 

KIT 

428.2 

RIG 

Gr. 1+ 

 

Hocus pocus hound 

By 

Samantha Hay 

 

1 book + 1 sound disc. 

Marvo the Magician thinks Doris is the 

world's worst assistant.  Will Hocus Pocus 

Hound be a better one? 

SR 

FIC 

HAY 

Gr. 1-4 

 

Homonyms (6 books) 

By 

Rebecca Felix 

 

 

Some words sound the same but they have 

different meanings and spellings.  Learn 

about some of them in this series. 

Contents: Are you a ewe? -- Can you be a 

bee? -- Pair of pears, A. -- Rows of roses. -- 

New gnu knew, The. -- They won one! 

 

KIT 

428.1 

FEL 

Gr. 1+ 

 

Imaginative and literary 

collection [Gr. 7] 

 

Contents: (7) Haunted Canada: true ghost 

stories. -- (7) Revenge of the whale. -- (7) 

Thief lord, The. -- (7) Unexplained. -- (7) 

Worlds afire. -- (2) Truth and Lies. 

1 each of: Ghost hotel. -- Mob, The. 

Other materials: Thief lord [Audio CD]. 
CURRICULUM RECOMMENDED: 
Suggested Use:  English Language Arts Grade 

7- Imaginative and Literary Context. 

TKT 

808.8 

IMA 

Gr. 7 

 

Knick knack paddywhack 

 

Includes a CD. 

Join the band in this lively counting rhyme as 

children play a trumpet, a guitar, a 

saxophone and all sorts of other instruments. 

SR 

E 

KNI 

PreK-Gr. 2 



 

Living in the 

environment 

By 

G. Tyler Miller Jr. 

 

 

Contents includes: 

1 DVD -- 1 Instructor's resource CD -- 1 Text 

book. 

The chapters in this textbook, developed for 

post-secondary courses, provide support for 

the Integrative Nature of Environmental 

Science, Aquatic Systems, and Terrestrial 

Ecosystems outcomes.  

This Canadian edition, adapted to provide a 

Canadian and global perspective on 

environmental issues, also includes some 

First Nations and Métis content and 

perspectives. 
CURRICULUM RECOMMENDED: 

Suggested Use: Environmental Science Grade 
11. 

KIT 

333.7 

MIL 

Gr. 11 

 

Manny’s memories 

By 

Ken Caron 

 

 

Includes a CD. 

Introduces us to the Metis community of 

round Prairie, Saskatchewan through the 

eyes of a young boy growing up in the 

1940's.  Manny shares his boyhood 

memories of the once vibrant community not 

too far from Saskatoon's city limits.  Though 

rural life at the time called for hard work, 

self-sufficiency, and generosity, there was 

always time to have fun and to enjoy being a 

young Metis boy. 

 

SR 

971.24 

CAR 

Gr. 5+ 

 

Perfect monster, The 

By Sally Grindley 

 

 

1 book + Sound disc. 

Mungus is the perfect monster - he knows 

rude words and throws his food.  But can he 

teach goody-goody Emily to be naughty too? 

 

SR 

FIC 

GRI 

Gr. 1-4 

 

Piece by piece : 

 

A young-adult anthology featuring original 

stories by some of Canada's finest writers 

who were born in another country and who 

struggled to fit in. 
CURRICULUM RECOMMENDED: 
Suggested Use: English Language Arts Grade 
12; ELA A30- Canadian Landscapes: Diverse 

and Dynamic. 

 

810.9 

PIE 
Gr. 12 

 

Poison pages 

 

(Zone books: Library of Doom) 

When a girl starts reading a strange book 

someone left on a bus, she suddenly finds 

herself inside its pages, where the Librarian 

shows her how to avoid the poisonous letters 

and other dangers. 

 

HL 

ZON 

POI 

DRA 

18 



 

Sadako and the 

thousand paper cranes 

 

1 digital video disc. (30 min.) sd : col. ; 4 

3/4 in. 

This is the true story of Sadako Sasaki, a 

young Japanese girl, on the threshold of 

adolescence, who developed leukemia from 

radiation caused by the bombing of 

Hiroshima.  While hospitalized, her closest 

friend reminded her of the Japanese legend 

that if she folded a thousand paper cranes, 

the gods might grant her wish to be well 

again.  With hope and determination, Sadako 

began folding. 

DVD 

813.54 

SAD 

 

 

Sarah, plain and tall 

collection, the 

By 

Patricia MacLachlan 

 

3 sound discs : digital ; stereo. ; 4 3/4 in. 

Includes 3 programs. 

- Sarah, Plain and Tall 

- Skylark 

- Winter's End 

DVD 

813.54 

MAC 

Gr. 4+ 

 

Smashing scroll, The 

 

(Zone books: Library of Doom) 

When the foul Spellbinder sends a giant scroll 

to imprison the entire Earth, even the 

Librarian may be powerless to stop its vast, 

unrolling page. 

HL 

ZON 

SMA 

DRA 

24 

 

Start with the sentence: 

teacher’s resource 

 

(iSkills) 

The iSkills collection focuses on specific areas 

of English language arts skills: 

comprehension, communication, and 

language conventions. Each lesson includes 

questions and explorations designed to help 

the student develop a deep understanding of 

the language skills. 

Start with the sentence: create correct, 

concise, connected sentences focuses on the 

most common grammar and punctuation 

errors made by high school students. 
CURRICULUM RECOMMENDED: 
Suggested Use: English Language Arts 
Grades 10, 11, and 12. 

CS 

808 

STA 

40 copies 

Gr. 10-12 

 

Twister trap, The 

 

(Zone books: Library of Doom) 

The Page Turners, two powerful books from 

the Library of Doom, have fallen into the 

hands of an evil magician.  He turns the 

books into two terrible tornadoes, to destroy 

the Librarian.  But when the twisters 

suddenly head toward a small village, the 

Librarian must risk his life to stop them. 

HL 

ZON 

TWI 

DRA 

34 

 

Wheels on the bus 

By 

Melanie Williamson 

 

Includes a CD. 

In this version of the classic song, residents 

of a rural Guatemalan village travel by bus to 

the city. Includes endnotes on Guatemala's 

geography, agriculture, transportation, 

currency, landmarks, and customs. 

SR 

E 

WIL 

PreK-Gr. 1 



 

Winners of the Caldecott 

Medal, 1938-1979 

 

 

Developed by SRSD#119. 

Various pub., various dates. 

Individual copies of books that have won the 

Caldecott Medal or have won the honor 

Medal. 

2 copies: Big snow, The 

Contents: 1 each of: Alexander and the 

wind-up mouse. -- Amazing bone, The. -- 

Anansi the spider: a tale from the Ashanti 

(HC). -- Baboushka and the three Kings. --  

Cathedral: the story of its construction. -- 

Cinderella. -- Drummer Hoff. -- Egg tree, 

The. -- Fool of the world and the flying ship, 

(HC) The. -- Fox, The. -- Frederick. -- In the 

night kitchen (HC). -- Inch by inch. -- Little 

island, The. -- Madeline (HC). -- Noah's ark. 

-- Once a mouse. -- One fine day. -- Sam, 

Bangs & Moonshine. -- Snowy day (HC), The. 

-- Story, a Story, A: an African tale. -- 

Strega Nona. -- Sylvester and the magic 

pebble. -- Time of wonder. -- Where the wild 

things are (HC). 

 

TKT 

028.5 

WIN 

 

 

Winners of the Caldecott 

Medal, 1980-1999 

 

 

Various pub., various dates. 

Individual copies of books that have won the 

Caldecott Medal or have won the honor 

Medal. 

Contents: 1 each of: Alphabet city (HC). -- 

Boy of the three-year nap, (HC) The. -- 

Fables. -- Faithful friend, (HC) The. -- 

Gardener, The. -- Hansel and Gretel. -- 

Hershel and the Hanukkah goblins. -- Hey, 

Al. -- Jumanji (HC). -- King Bidgood's in the 

bathtub (HC). -- Little Red Riding Hood. -- 

Long Po Po: a Red-Riding Hood story from 

China (HC). -- Mirandy and Brother wind. -- 

Mirette on the high wire (HC). -- "More more 

more" said the baby (HC). -- Officer Buckle 

and gloria (HC). -- Outside over there. --

Owen (HC). -- Owl moon (HC). -- Ox-cart 

man. -- Paperboy, The. -- Polar express, (HC 

The. -- Puzz in boots (HC). -- 

Rumpelstiltskin. -- Saint George and the 

dragon. -- Seven blind mice (HC). -- 

Shadow. -- Smoky night (HC). -- Snowflake 

Bentley (HC). -- Tar beach. -- Time flies 

(HC). -- Treasure, The. -- Tuesday (HC). -- 

When I was yound in the mountains. -- Yo! 

Yes? (HC). -- Zin! Zin! Zin! A violin (HC). 

 

TKT 

028.5 

WIN 

 



 

Winners of the Caldecott 

Medal, 2000-present 

 

Various pub., various dates. 

Individual copies of books that have won the 

Caldecott Medal or have won the honor 

Medal. 

Contents: 1 each of: Ball for Daisy, A. -- 

Blackout. -- Couple of boys have the best 

week ever, A. -- Extra yarn. -- First the egg. 

-- Flotsam. -- gone wind. -- Hello, goodbye 

window, The. -- House in the night, The. -- 

Interrupting chicken. -- Invention of Hugo 

Cabret, The. -- Joseph had a little overcoat. -

- Kitten's first full moon. -- Lion & the 

mouse, The. -- Locomotive. -- Man who 

walked between the towers, The. -- Mr. 

Wuffles! -- My friend Rabbit (pb). -- Olivia. -- 

Red book, The. -- Sick day for Amos McGee, 

A. -- So you want to be President? -- Spider 

and the fly, The. -- This is not my hat. -- 

Three pigs, The. -- What do you do with a 

tail like this? -- Zen shorts. 

TKT 

028.5 

WIN 

 

 

Word eater., The 

 

(Zone books: Library of Doom) 

A young man gets a sliver from a strange 

book.  That night, beneath the glow of a full 

moon, the man transforms into the Word 

Eater.  The beast prowls the streets, 

searching for words to eat.  If the Librarian 

doesn't stop it, every word and everything on 

earth could disappear. 

HL 

ZON 

WOR 

DRA 

28 

 

Working the dead beat 

By 

Sandra Martin 

 

Includes bibliographical references. 

Working the Dead Beat melds biography, 

commentary, and social history with an 

intimate memoir of life on the obituary beat 

in a powerful evocation of the characters 

whose lives tell the story of our country and 

our shared history. 
CURRICULUM RECOMMENDED: 
Suggested Use: English Language Arts A30; 
Canadian Landscapes: Diverse and Dynamic; 
Canadian Perspectives: Distinct and Rich. 

920.071 

MAR 
Gr. 12 

    

HEALTH/PHYSICAL EDUCATION/CHARACTER EDUCATION 

 

DHO Health science 

By 

Louise Simmers 

 

Includes: 1 text book -- Instructor resources 

on CD 

Written to provide beginning post-secondary 

health science students entry-level 

knowledge and skills required for a variety of 

health care careers, provides support for the 

Health Philosophies and Ethics and Career 

Exploration outcomes. The first part of the 

textbook provides basic knowledge and skills 

for many careers, while the second part of 

the text introduces specific health care career 

KIT 

362.1 

SIM 

Gr. 11 



skills and knowledge. 
CURRICULUM RECOMMENDED: 
Suggested Use: Health Science Grade 11. 

 

Beyond magenta : 

By 

Susan Kuklin 

 

Includes bibliographical references (pages 

179-182). 

Spectrum. Jessy : the house of my soul ; 

Christina : every girl is different ; Mariah : 

the real deal ; Cameron : variables ; Nat : 

something else -- Lifeline. Luke : 

untouchable -- Notes and resources. About 

the Callen-Lorde community health center ; 

Q & A with Dr. Manel Silva ; About Proud 

Theater. 

"Author and photographer Susan Kuklin met 

and interviewed six transgender or gender-

neutral young adults and used her 

considerable skills to represent them 

thoughtfully and respectfully before, during, 

and after their personal acknowledgment of 

gender preference. Portraits, family 

photographs, and candid images grace the 

pages, augmenting the emotional and 

physical journey each youth has taken. Each 

honest discussion and disclosure, whether 

joyful or heartbreaking, is completely 

different from the other because of family 

dynamics, living situations, gender, and the 

transition these teens make in recognition of 

their true selves 

306.768 

KUK 
 

 

Eating disorders 

By 

Katie Marsico 

 

Includes bibliographical references and 

index. 

Provides comprehensive information on 

eating disorders, including first-person 

interviews, signs and symptoms, physical 

dangers, recovery, and solutions.  Discover 

the realities of dealing with eating disorders 

by following the stories of three real-life 

teenagers who have experienced one. 

616.85 

MAR 
Gr. 6+ 

 

Good manners (4 books) 

By 

Achilles Gentle 

 

Teaches children about manners - in the 

classroom, on the school bus, in the 

lunchroom, and on the playground.  Each 

book helps promote good behavior and 

proper manners. 

Contents: Showing good manners at school. 

-- Showing good manners on the playground. 

-- showing good manners on the school bus. 

-- Showing good manners in the lunchroom. 

KIT 

390 

GEN 

K-3 

 

Healthy me! (4 books) 

By 

Jenna Lee Gleisner 

 

Contents: My body needs exercise. -- My 

body needs food. -- My body needs rest. -- 

My body needs to be clean. 

Suggested Use: Science Grade 1- Needs and 

Characteristics of Living things. 

KIT 

612 

GLE 

Gr. 1-3 



    

MATHEMATICS 

 

Mathematics readers 

(grade 3) 

 

Mathematics and Literacy.  Kit includes: 

Teacher's Materials: Teacher's Guide -- 

Teacher Resource CD -- Interactive 

Mathematics Activities CD (3 CDs in case) -- 

Set of 16 Transparencies 

Student materials 6 copies of each: At risk! 

(DRA 28) -- At the fire station (DRA 28) -- 

Collecting data (DRA 38) -- My lemonade 

stand (DRA 28) --   Natural measures (DRA 

30) -- Our vacation budget (DRA 28) -- 

Reading the newspaper (DRA 28) -- Shapes 

around you (DRA 30) -- Shapes in art (DRA 

28) -- Shaping our world (DRA 34) -- Timing 

races (DRA 28) -- Tour of New York City, A 

(DRA 28) -- Tracking time (DRA 30) -- What 

are budgets? (DRA 34) -- Wildlife scientists 

(DRA 38) -- World of trade, The (DRA 30) 

TKT 

510 

MAT 

Gr. 3 

 

Mathematics readers 

(grade 4) 

 

Mathematics and Literacy. 

Teacher's Materials: Teacher's Guide -- 

Teacher's Resource CD -- Interactive 

Mathematics Activities CD (3 CDs in case) -- 

Transparencies (set of 16)  

Student materials 6 copies of each: All about 

sharks (DRA 34) -- Animal investigations 

(DRA 30) -- Bake sale, The (DRA 34) -- 

Bread book, The (DRA 40) -- Building houses 

(DRA 34) -- Eco-predictions (DRA 40) -- 

Hosting the Olympic Summer Games (DRA 

34) -- Journeys: land, air, sea (DRA 34) -- 

Life in the ocean layers (DRA 40) -- Looking 

at maps (DRA 40) -- Natural disasters (DRA 

40) -- Olympic technology (DRA 40) -- 

Patterns around us (DRA 40) -- Patterns in 

nature (DRA 34) -- People who predict (DRA 

34) -- Shapes in our world (DRA 40) 

TKT 

510 

MAT 

Gr. 4 

 

Mathematics readers 

(grade 5) 

 

Mathematics and Literacy. 

Kit includes: 

Teacher's Resources: Teacher's Guide -- 

Teacher's Resource CD -- Interactive 

Mathematics Activities CD (3 CDs in case) -- 

Transparencies (set of 16) 

Student materials 6 copies of each: 

Amusement parks (DRA 40) -- At the 

aquarium (DRA 50) -- Basketball angles 

(DRA 40) -- CSI (DRA 40) -- Grandpa's 

birthday present (DRA 38) -- Graphs in 

action (DRA 40) -- Hot air balloons (DRA 50) 

-- It's our business (DRA 38) -- It started 

with pizza (DRA 40) -- Jungle Park case, The 

(DRA 34) -- My store in the mall (DRA 40) -- 

TKT 

510 

MAT 

Gr. 5 



Night skies (DRA 40) -- Ocean maps (DRA 

40) -- Shipwreck detectives (DRA 40) -- 

Towns and cities (DRA 40) -- Winning angle, 

The (DRA 40) 

 

Simply math 95 books) 

By 

Sara Pistoia 

 

Contents: 

Counting. -- Fractions. -- Patterns. -- 

Shapes. -- Time. 

KIT 

510 

PIS 

K-Gr. 2 

        

PRACTICAL and APPLIED ARTS & WORK EXPERIENCE 

  

Northern lights : 

By 

Doug Whiteway 

 

 Their beginnings were modest - running a 

fishing camp in Saskatchewan's remote 

wilderness.  But their dreams were big.  In 

less than 40 years, Arnold and Gail Morberg 

built Canada's largest privately owned airline.  

Along the way, they transformed 

communities and inspired a transportation 

revolution in Canada's northern heartland. 

387.706 

WHI 
Gr. 6+ 

 

Saskatchewan wild : a 

wildlife photographic 

journey 

By 

Robin Karpan 

 

A personal photographic journey, a taste of 

the many wildlife adventures possible in 

Saskatchewan.  It is both a celebration of our 

wild creatures and wild places, and a 

reminder of what we might lose if we're not 

careful. 

 

 

591.97124 

KAR 
 

 

TechTools resource kit 

for digital photography 

By 

Eric LeMoine 

 

60 open-ended projects give students ample 

opportunities for critical thinking. As students 

complete their projects, they learn not only 

about the curriculum-based subject matter, 

but also about ways to use technology in 

presenting their findings to others. 

Contents: 2 Resource CD's. -- 1 Teacher's 

binder. -- 100 How-to-cards. 

KIT 

770 

LEM 

Gr. 3-8 

    

SCIENCE 

 

All about the transfer of 

energy 

 

 

1 digital video disc. (23 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 

3/4 in. 

Close captioned. 

Includes a teacher's guide. 

Public performance rights. 

Kids learn about potential and kinetic energy, 

and how energy transfers between these two 

states.  Bowling balls and rubber bands are 

used to demonstrate the transfer of energy, 

while divers and snowboarders provide 

exciting real-life examples. 

 

DVD 

333.79 

ALL 

2 copies 

Gr. K-4 



 

Classroom attractions 

 

Magnet lab with six experiments, guide and 

supporting material. 

Materials included in Kit are: 5 magnet 

wands. -- 15 ring magnets. -- 5 north/south 

bar magnets. -- 5 plastic-encased block 

magnets. -- 5 button magnets. -- 5 ceramic 

horseshoe magnets. -- 5 pencils. -- 5 sets 

polished steel shapes. -- 5 compasses. -- 

demo Alnico bar magnet. -- Teacher guide. 
Suggested Use: Science Grade 3- Magnetism 
and Static Electricity. 

KIT 

538.4 

CLA 

Gr. 1-3 

 

Early childhood activities 

for a greener earth 

By 

Patty Born Selly 

 

Includes bibliographical references (p. 237-

240, 244-248) and index. 

This book presents environmental lessons 

and activities in a manner that is appropriate 

for early childhood, and naturally fosters a 

sense of stewardship and love for our planet.  

It highlights a number of green topics 

including waste reduction, recycling, and 

water quality. 
Suggested Use: Kindergarten science; Living 
Things in Our Environment; Our Natural 
Surroundings. Science Grade 1; Needs and 
Characteristics of Living Things; Daily and 
Seasonal Changes. 

372.35 

SEL 
PreK-Gr. 3 

 

Genetics 

By 

Christine Petersen 

 

Includes bibliographical references. 

Tracking traits -- A secret in the cells -- The 

DNA code -- New cells -- Putting genetics to 

use -- Important dates. 

576.5 

PET 
Gr. 3-6 

 

Living in the 

environment 

By 

G. Tyler Jr. Miller 

 

Contents includes: 

1 DVD -- 1 Instructor's resource CD -- 1 Text 

book. 

The chapters in this textbook, developed for 

post-secondary courses, provide support for 

the Integrative Nature of Environmental 

Science, Aquatic Systems, and Terrestrial 

Ecosystems outcomes.  

This Canadian edition, adapted to provide a 

Canadian and global perspective on 

environmental issues, also includes some 

First Nations and Métis content and 

perspectives. 
CURRICULUM RECOMMENDED: 
Suggested Use: Environmental Science Grade 
11. 

KIT 

333.7 

MIL 

Gr. 11 

 

Photosynthesis  

By Christine Zuchora-

Walske 

 

 

Includes bibliographical references and 

index. 

Earth's engine -- Photosynthesis: food 

factory for all -- Inside the food factory -- 

The linchpin of life. 

 

572.46 

ZUC 
Gr. 3-6 



 

Wright Brothers., The 

 

1 digital video disc : (23 min.) sd., col.; 4 

3/4 in. 

For centuries, people had looked to the skies 

and dreamed of human flight, but it took 

Orville and Wilbur Wright, two bicycle 

mechanics from Dayton, Ohio, to turn this 

fantasy into reality. The Wright Brothers tells 

their story through re-enactments, 

photographs and footage of the brothers 

themselves. Viewers will follow along as the 

Wrights test their ideas about flight using 

simple kites, then gliders, to finally build the 

very first powered airplane, appropriately 

dubbed ‘The Flyer!’ Part of the Inventors of 

the World DVD Series. Includes a Teacher's 

Guide. 

DVD 

629.13 

WRI 

Gr. 4-8 

    

SOCIAL STUDIES 

 

Aboriginal carol :, An 

By 

David Bouchard 

 

David Bouchard ; illustrations, Moses Beaver, 

translated and music by Susan Aglukark. 

Based on: Jesous ahatonhia written by Jean 

de Brebeuf. 

Poem. 

Accompanied by a CD-ROM. 

The Huron Carol is Canada's oldest and most 

loved Christmas carol.  It has been 

interpreted by many artists over the past 

four hundred years.  This, however, is 

possibly the first collaboration between the 

three groups that comprise Canada's 

Aboriginal peoples: First Nations, Metis and 

Inuit. 

 

 

SR 

811.54 

BOU 

Gr. 4+ 

 

Amazing stories 

 

Contents: 1 each of: David Thompson: a life 

of adventure and discovery. -- Ghost town 

stories of the red coat trail: from renegade to 

ruin on the Canadian prairies. -- Hearts in 

the wild: inspiring stories of animal rescues. 

-- Horses, hounds and other critters: 

humorous tales of rural life. -- Hudson's Bay 

Company adventures: tales of Canada's fur 

traders. -- Lost Lemon mine: an unsolved 

mystery of the old west, The. -- Rebel 

women of the gold rush: extraordinary 

achievements and daring adventures. -- 

Rebel women: achievements beyond the 

ordinary. -- Sam Steele and the Northwest 

Rebellion: the trail of 1885. -- Scoundrels 

and saloons: whisky wars of the Pacific 

Northwest, 1840-1917. -- Sir John Franklin: 

expeditions to destiny. -- Whisky wars of the 

TKT 

808.831 

AMA 

Gr. 5+ 



Canadian West: fifty years of battles against 

the bottle. -- Wilderness tales: adventures in 

the backcountry. 

 

Call of the Klondike : 

By 

David Meissner 

 

Includes bibliographical references (pages 

162-165). 

Gold fever strikes -- Race to the Klondike -- 

The Dead Horse Trail -- Down the Yukon -- 

Welcome to Dawson City -- The search for 

gold -- After the Gold Rush -- Where does 

the Klondike Gold Rush fit into history? 

Traces the true story of prospectors Stanley 

Pearce and Marshall Bond, who joined 

thousands of men along the dangerous 

Chilkoot and White Passes to seek their 

fortunes in the gold fields of Canada. 

971.91 

MEI 
Gr. 6+ 

 

Canadiana 

 

Contents:  

Books: Big book of crazy Canadian trivia. -- 

Blizzard of glass: the Halifax explosion of 

1917. -- Canadian disasters: 43 true stories. 

-- Weird Canada (Uncle John's bathroom 

reader) 

Other items: Discover Canada brain box. 

TKT 

971 

CAN 

Gr. 4+ 

 

Erika’s story 

By 

Ruth Vander Zee 

 

A fictionalized account of the life of a woman 

who, as an infant in 1944, was saved from 

the Holocaust when her parents threw her 

from the train carrying them to a 

concentration camp. Includes author's note 

about how she came to hear the true story. 

940.53 

VAN 
 

Everett Baker’s 

Saskatchewan : 

By 

Everett Baker 

 

 

Includes bibliographical references and 

index. 

A book filled with images of the province as 

Baker saw it starting in 1937, when he 

travelled from town to town as a field man 

for the Saskatchewan Wheat Pool.  Baker's 

photographs immortalize a unique chapter in 

Saskatchewan's history.  It was the golden 

age of the co-operative movement in the 

province, as well as a time of change, with 

the rise of Tommy Douglas's CCF. The old 

world was slipping in to the shadow of the 

new, and Baker was there to capture it 

before it disappeared. 

 

971.24 

BAK 
 

 

From dream to reality : 

 

1 digital video disc. 

Accompanied by a print resource, entitled 

From dream to reality: the story of treaty 

land entitlement. 

The story of Saskatchewan Treaty Land 

Entitlement is the story of how people came 

together to find a way to fulfill this 

cornerstone obligation of the Treaties. 

DVD 

971.00497 

Includes a 

Teacher’s guide 

Gr. 4+ 



Hutterites : 

By 

The Nine 

 

The story of nine young Hutterites from 

North Dakota and Manitoba who left the 

religious communities into which they were 

born and adjusted to an unfamiliar world. 

289.703 

NIN 
 

 

Inside the industry 

 

It's never too early to start thinking about 

your future!  Explore the different career 

options within a single field with this series.  

Chapters discuss a typical work environment 

as well as what classes and levels of 

education are needed, what personality and 

skill types fit well within each job, and what 

the future of each market looks like for job 

opportunities. 

Contents: 1 each of: Arts, The. -- 

Engineering. -- Entertainment. -- Fashion. -- 

Green jobs. -- Medicine. -- Publishing. -- 

Sports. 

TKT 

371.425 

INS 

Gr. 6+ 

 

Louis Riel : a comic-strip 

biography 

By 

Chester Brown 

 

Tells the story of the charismatic, and 

perhaps mad, nineteenth century Metis 

leader, whose struggle to win rights for his 

people led to violent rebellion on the nation's 

western frontier. 

971.05 

BRO 

2 copies 

 

 

Museum gold : treasures 

from the collection 

 

Stories of 65 museum artifacts: the past 

through the eyes of those who lived it! 

971.24007 

MUS 
Gr. 4+ 

 

Native American thought 

of it:, A 

By 

Rocky Landon 

 

Includes bibliographical references (p. 43) 

and index. 

Explores how that indigenous ingenuity made 

the most of local landscapes from woodlands 

to prairies, from deserts to ocean coasts. 

Discover more than 70 items and ideas that 

were crucial to Native survival and celebrate 

the resourcefulness of North America's 

original inhabitants. 
CURRICULUM RECOMMENDED: 
Suggested Use: Social Studies Grades 4 & 5- 
Dynamic Relationships; Interactions and 
Interdependence; Resources and Wealth. 

609.7 

LAN 

2 copies 

Gr. 4+ 

 

Our heroes : 

By 

Janet Wilson 

 

True stories of children who opened up their 

hearts and minds to the unfairness of the 

world and decided to try and make a 

difference, because everyone deserves to be 

happy. 

303.48 

WIL 
Gr. 3+ 

 

Road to Afghanistan, 

The 

By 

Linda Granfield 

 

In moving words, a soldier home from a tour 

of duty in Afghanistan recalls its scenery and 

its people; the challenges faced and the 

successes achieved; the sense of duty and 

commitment...and the cost of that 

commitment.  Coupled with striking and 

evocative images of Afghanistan and other 

958.1 

GRA 
 



lands where Canadian soldiers have served 

through the years, this story honours those 

who have put their own lives on the line in a 

country far from home. 

 

Saskatchewan history, 

spring/summer 

2014 

 

An issue of Saskatchewan history that 

focuses on the struggles of Chinese settlers. 

971.24007 

SAS 
 

 

Saskatchewan Western 

Development Museum 

souvenir booklet 

 

Celebrates the achievements of the Western 

Development Museum by taking readers on a 

journey through the artifact colletion, 

exhibits and programs. 

971.24007 

SAS 
Gr. 4+ 

 

Since we told the truth 

The Nine 

 

 

After the first book "Hutterites" Our Story to 

Freedom was released, the readers 

emphatically suggested the authors continue 

with more in-depth detail.  Since We Told 

The Truth answers the challenge, as "The 

Nine" go beyond their personal experiences 

to prompt us to restore timeless principles 

neglected by the leaders of generations past. 

 

289.73 

NIN 
 

 

Spirits of the earth : 

By 

Bobby Lake-Thom 

 

Includes bibliographical references (p. [200]-

203) and index. 

Much of the ancient knowledge that has been 

passed down from Native American medicine 

men, or shamans, is in danger of being lost.  

the author, a Native American healer known 

as Medicine Grizzly Bear, has sought to 

preserve this powerful heritage by sharing 

his wisdom and experience learning from the 

world around us.  The result is Sprits of the 

Earth, an extraordinary compilation of 

legends and rituals about nature's ever-

present signs.  From the birds that soar 

above us to the insects beneath our feet, 

Bobby Lake-Thom shows how these 

creatures of the earth can aid us in healing 

and self-knowledge. 

398 

LAK 
 

 

Standing people, The 

 

Includes bibliographical references and 

index.  

Kahlee Keane 'Root Woman' offers us 

another way of looking at the plant world.  In 

this comprehensive guide that combines 

scientific information with history, folklore, 

individual stories and experience, they have 

re-located the use of medicinal plants to the 

realm of a personal relationship with the 

healing power of the natural world. 

581.634 KEA 

2 copies 
 



 

Stone by stone : 

By 

Liz Bryan 

 

Includes bibliographical references (p. [174]-

175) and index. 

In this unique guidebook, author Liz Bryan 

takes readers on a fascinating journey across 

the short-grass prairie in search of the 

region's ancient past. 

971.2 

BRY 
 

 

Storm of the century: 

By Sandra Bigaman 

 

A compelling look at the story of the people 

and events leading up to the storm and how 

that devastating event shaped the lives of 

thousands and showed the enduring strength 

of prairie people that lives on to this day. 

971.24 

2 copies 
 

 

Taste of Saskatchewan, 

A 

 

 

Contents: (3) Ghost stories of Saskatchewan. 

-- (2) Great sand hills: a prairie oasis. -- (2) 

Larger than life. -- (2) Saskatchewan book of 

everything, The. 

1 each of: Flower beadwork people, The. -- 

Heartland. -- If you're not from the 

prairie...(HC). -- People places: 

Saskatchewan and its names. -- People 

places: the dictionary of Saskatchewan place 

names. -- Prairie alphabet (HC). -- 

Saskatchewan history along the highway. -- 

Saskatchewan: a pictorial guide. -- 

Saskatoon forestry farm park & zoo: a 

photographic history. -- Sketches of 

Saskatoon. -- Trekking through the four 

seasons: Prince Albert and area. -- Z is for 

Zamboni: a hockey alphabet (HC). 

Other items: Buffy Sainte-Marie: up where 

we belong (CD). -- Lieutenant Governor's 

celebration of the arts. -- Saskatchewan: the 

four seasons (DVD). 

 

TKT 

971.24 

TAS 

Gr. 4+ 

 

Then and now : 

 

This fantastically illustrated family reference 

will take you on a rollercoaster journey 

through time.  Its annotated 3D 

reconstructions and cutaway models allow 

you to journey right into the heart of history, 

and peer behind the scenes into the daily 

lives of bygone communities, vividly bringing 

to life events driven by our ancestors 

through the centuries. 

909 

THE 
Gr. 6+ 

 

Travel with the Great 

explorers (4 books) 

 

This series takes you on some of the most 

remarkable journeys of exploration.  

Discover where the explorers went, why they 

went there, how they got there, and what 

went right and wrong along the way. 

Contents: Explore with Christopher 

Columbus. -- Explore with Henry Hudson. -- 

Explore with Lewis and Clark. -- Explore with 

Samuel de Champlain. 

KIT 

910.9 

TRA 

Gr. 4+ 



 

Warrior I have been, A 

By 

Richard Green 

 

Bibliography Includes bibliographical 

references (p. 204-205).  

Emerging themes of "A Warrior I Have Been" 

include the importance of trade materials in 

the evolution of this material culture, as well 

as the way in which Plains peoples 

increasingly became the stereotype of the 

American Indian in general. 

The museum exhibition for which this catalog 

is produced aims to trace the evolution of 

Plains Indian art and culture from early times 

to the present day, including materials from 

a wide range of tribal groups.  Represented 

in the exhibition are many items from the 

author's private collection, as well as others 

from the collections of Birmingham Museum 

& Art Gallery and other British museums. 

978.004 

GRE 
 

    

TECHNOLOGY 

        

        

 


